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Ge deposited on Si(100) initially forms heteroepitaxial layers, which grow to a critical thickness of,3 MLs
before the appearance of three-dimensional strain relieving structures. Experimental observations reveal that
the surface structure of this Ge wetting layer is a dimer vacancy line(DVL ) superstructure of the unstrained
Ge(100) dimer reconstruction. In the following, the results of first-principles calculations of the thickness
dependence of the wetting layer surface excess energy for thecs432d and 436 DVL surface reconstructions
are reported. These results predict a wetting layer critical thickness of,3 MLs, which is largely unaffected by
the presence of dimer vacancy lines. The 436 DVL reconstruction is found to be thermodynamically stable
with respect to thecs432d structure for wetting layers at least 2 ML thick. A strong correlation between the
fraction of total surface induced deformation present in the substrate and the thickness dependence of wetting
layer surface energy is also shown.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of nanostructures with technologically
useful electronic and optical properties has recently led to
intense interest in understanding and controlling the het-
eroepitaxial growth and morphology of crystalline thin
films.1,2 Ge on Si(100) heteroepitaxy has served as a model
system for many theoretical and experimental investigations
in this area.3 Heteroepitaxial growth of Ge on Si(100) pro-
ceeds in the Stranski-Krastanow(SK) growth mode,4 in
which increasing misfit strain energy in the thickening over-
layer film, the wetting layer, leads to the formation of strain
relieving three-dimensional mounds, quantum dots(QDs), at
the expense of increased surface energy. Recent experimental
work has revealed surprising complexity in both quantum
dot and wetting layer morphology. Ge quantum dots on
Si(100), observed as(105) faceted pyramids by Moet al.,5

have been observed to develop into complex multifaceted
domes.4,6 Unfaceted surface mounds have been observed by
scanning tunnelling microscopy(STM),7 and their role as
precursors to faceted pyramids has recently been
investigated.8,9 Experiments by Sutter and Lagally10,11 and
Trompet al.,12 have also demonstrated that given appropriate
growth conditions faceted pyramids can arise continuously
from surface ripples.

Substantial effort has been dedicated to developing con-
tinuum theories for modeling the self-assembly of QD is-
lands in heteroepitaxial SK growth. To reproduce the ob-
served formation of a wetting layer with a highly uniform
thickness measured in atomic monolayers(MLs), and the
wetting layer’s stability subsequent to the formation of QD
islands, these theories include a “wetting potential,”13 which
parametrizes the nonlinear thickness dependence14–18 of the
surface excess energy of a coherently strained overlayer film.
Recently, Golovin, Davis, and Voorhees13 have demonstrated
that variations in the detailed form of the wetting potential
can have profound consequences on the morphology and
spatial distribution of QD island arrays in SK growth. These
results provide a strong motivation for employing first-
principles calculations to characterize the detailed nature and

origin of the thickness dependence of the wetting layer ex-
cess energy in common SK systems, such as Ge on Si(100).

Unstrained Si and Ge(100) surfaces reconstruct by form-
ing bonded surface atom pairs, or dimers, which align in a
(110) direction to form dimer rows. Calculations and experi-
mental results have demonstrated that tilting the dimer bonds
in various patterns reduces the total surface energy. For Ge,
calculations reveal that thecs432d reconstruction, in which
the dimer bond tilts alternate alongand perpendicular to the
dimer rows, and theps232d reconstruction, in which dimer
bond tilts alternate only perpendicular to the dimer rows, lie
extremely close in energy,19–21and thus both reconstructions
are expected to be observed at finite temperature.

Higher order variants of these dimer structures have been
observed to occur in the Ge on Si(100) wetting layer
surface.7,22,23These structures involve periodic arrangements
of ordered dimer vacancies, or dimer vacancy lines(DVLs).
A 43N (or 23N) DVL reconstruction results from a
cs432d (ps232d or 231) dimer reconstructed surface with
everyNth dimer column removed(see Fig. 1).22 More com-
plex M 3N patchlike reconstructions7,23 have been observed
in high resolution STM studies. Each succeeding ML of de-
posited Ge has dimer bonds, and therefore DVLs, perpen-
dicular to those of the preceding layer. As such, theM 3N
patch structure is described as anM 34 layer atop a 43N
layer, for which the upper layer does not fill in the preceding
layer DVLs. Moreover, recent work24,25 indicates that non-
trivial intermixing is expected to occur across the Ge-Si in-
terface.

Complete characterization of the energetics of the Ge on
Si(100) wetting layer system requires consideration of the
wide array of complex structural features observed to date.
At present, a study involving the most accurate first-
principles calculations and incorporating the full range of
possible surface reconstructions as well as arbitrary intermix-
ing is intractable. Important insights into the nature and ori-
gin of Ge on Si(100) wetting layer structures may nonethe-
less be gathered from studies considering only various
subsets of the observed reconstructions, as previously
demonstrated.26–33
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Using a modified Keating model, Tersoff calculated26 the
chemical potential of Ge atoms in a dimer reconstructed Ge
wetting layer on Si(100) as a function of thickness. Estimat-
ing the limits of the chemical potential of Ge atoms in estab-
lished QD islands, he extracted a critical Ge wetting layer
thickness of 3 ML. Further, it was demonstrated that a non-
trivial wetting layer critical thickness results from misfit
strainin combination withthe difference in stiffness between
Ge-Ge and Si-Si bonds. Tersoff also performed analogous
calculations27 to study the 23N DVL reconstructed surface
and demonstrated that the compressive misfit strain in the Ge
on Si(100) wetting layer stabilizes rebonding in the second
layer atoms beneath the dimer vacancies, and that this reb-
onding, which reduces the number of surface dangling
bonds, is essential in stabilizing the overall 23N DVL re-
construction.

Further work has cemented the initial picture of misfit
strain stabilized rebonding of the exposed second layer at-
oms as the mechanism which leads to the formation of the
43N DVL versus thecs432d reconstructed wetting layer
surface. The formation energy of isolated dimer vacancies
has been calculated and is found to be negative for Ge on
Si(100) given appropriate second layer atom rebonding. It
has been established that interactions between individual
dimer vacancies lead to an ordering into dimer vacancy
lines,28,29 and the selection of a regular DVL spacing.30

Lagally and coworkers have demonstrated that experimental
results for 23N DVL reconstructed wetting layers are con-
sistent with only limited Ge-Si intermixing.30 Using an elas-
ticity model, DVL-DVL interaction parameters have been
extracted from experiment.31 The DVL spacing dependence
of surface energy has been investigated from first
principles in single layer 23N DVL Ge on Si(100)
structures.32,33A recent study using the Tersoff potential has
examined the energetics of the 23N DVL wetting layer sur-
face as a function of thickness andN vacancy line spacing.29

In the following we report the results of first-principles
total energy calculations of the Ge wetting layer on Si(100)
energetics as a function of wetting layer thickness and sur-
face structure. These results are a direct parametrization of
the wetting potential for a subset of the observed DVL re-
constructions in the Ge on Si(100) system. We examine pure
Ge films taking either the alternating tilted dimercs432d or
the 436 DVL reconstructed surface structure, as an exhaus-
tive survey of the full range of the observed wetting layer

surface reconstructions including intermixing is not presently
tractable from first principles. Calculations on this subset
provide additional insight into the wetting layer structure and
energetics, and our results form the basis for an analysis of
the overall factors governing the form of the wetting layer
excess energy thickness dependence.

II. METHOD

First-principles total energy calculations were performed
within electronic density functional theory and the local den-
sity approximation using theab initio total-energy and
molecular-dynamics program VASP(Vienna Ab Initio Simu-
lation Program) developed at the Institut für Materialphysik
of the Universität Wien.34–37 Exchange and correlation were
described by the Ceperley-Alder functional38 as parametrized
by Perdew and Zunger,39 and core-electron interactions were
modeled using Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials.40,41All
calculations, including reference calculations discussed be-
low, were conducted with the same plane wave kinetic en-
ergy cutoff, total energy and residual force convergence cri-
terion, and using equivalentk-point meshes.42

Surface energies were calculated using periodic boundary
conditions and a repeated slab geometry. We considered two-
component slabs consisting of a Ge wetting layer atop an
unstrained Si(100) substrate. The Ge wetting layer surface
was eithercs432d reconstructed, or, as representative of the
family of 43N DVL structures, 436 DVL reconstructed.
The bottoms of these Ge on Si(100) wetting layer slabs were
terminated with a Sics432d reconstructed surface. Unless
otherwise noted, all slabs contained this identical substrate.
The unstrained bulk Si lattice parameters5.39 Åd was calcu-
lated in a reference calculation by minimizing the total en-
ergy of a single Si bulk cubic unit cell with respect to lattice
constant. Wetting layer-substrate intermixing was not consid-
ered, and the Ge-Si interface was coherent.

Calculation parameters were chosen such that calculated
absolute surface energies are estimated to be converged to
within ,2 meV/Å2 and surface energydifferencesbetween
films with varying thickness and/or surface reconstructions
are converged to within,0.1 meV/Å2. For all calculations
the electronic wave function was expanded in plane waves
with a kinetic energy cutoff of 188.2 eVs13.8 Rydd, and
reciprocal space summations were performed using a
Monkhorst-Pack mesh43 with a density of 836 k points per
reciprocal 131 surface cell. Thek-point density along the
reciprocal lattice direction normal to the slab surface was
chosen as 1k-point per reciprocal lattice vector.

Energy convergence was also checked with respect to slab
and vacuum thickness to ensure that surface-surface interac-
tions through the slab and between slabs were minimal, and
that residual forces on the fixed atoms were small. This last
condition was found to be the most restrictive, and in order
to satisfy the convergence criterion, the Si substrate thick-
ness was chosen as 16 MLs, and the vacuum separation of
slabs was set to,28 Å. The positions of atoms in the center
two layers of thesubstratewere not allowed to relax, while
the positions of all other atoms were allowed to relax accord-
ing to the calculated ionic forces until the total energy of the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic showing a two layer 436
DVL Ge wetting layer on Si(100). Surface Ge atoms are darker than
second layer Ge atoms to highlight underlyingcs432d tilted dimer
structure, clearly visible at right, and second layer Ge-Ge rebond-
ing. Dimer bonds, and therefore dimer vacancy lines, run into and
out of the page.
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repeat cell was converged to within 10−5 eV. Slabs of this
geometry have at least seven fully relaxed layers associated
with each surface of interest. The residual forces on all atoms
after full relaxation were less than 0.05 eV/Å.

III. THERMODYNAMIC MODEL

A. Surface Energies

The calculated total energy of a single-component re-
peated slab per unit cell may be written as

E = ne+ 2Ag,

for n the number of atoms per repeat cell,A the surface area
of one side of the slab, with the factor of two correcting for
the two slab surfaces per repeat cell, ande the reference
energy of a single atom in the equilibrium bulk configura-
tion. The surface excess energy per unit surface areag is
unique to a given surface structure. A multicomponent slab
with different atomic species segregated by layer[see Fig.
2(a)] may be treated similarly with

E = o
a

naea + ASgtop + gbottom+ o
a-b

Ia-bD , s1d

where subscripts indicate atomic species.Ia-b is the excess
energy of an interface between layers of speciesa andb, and
structures with different top and bottom surfaces(structur-
ally, compositionally, or both) are allowed with the inclusion
of separateg terms. For a two component slab we may ex-
tract Ia-b explicitly from a system of alternating regions ofa
andb layers[see Fig. 2(b)]. Here,

E = naea + nbeb + 2AIa-b.

Combined with a calculation in this geometry,Ia-b and gtop

+gbottom may be derived from the total excess energy of a
two component slab structure.

Consider now a Ge wetting layer atop a Si(100) substrate,
as in Fig. 2(a), where the total energy of the repeat cell is
written as in Eq.(1). As noted above we consider cells with
identical substrate dimensions and configurations, and there-
fore may define a constantEsubstrate=nSieSi+Agsubstrate. Com-
bining the wetting layer surface energy and the wetting layer-

substrate interface energy asGWL =gWL + IWL-substrate, we may
rewrite Eq.(1) as

E = Esubstrate+ nGeeGe+ AGWL. s2d

In this form it is clear that the relative stability of two sys-
tems containing identicalnGe but having different wetting
layer surface structures is simply determined by comparing
GWL, the total wetting layer excess energy.

B. Surface Phase Stability

For a givennGe and A the relative stability of various
surface reconstructions may be determined from Eq.(2) by
comparing the calculatedGWL for each surface phase. Thus
we effectively compare the excess energyper atomof the
wetting layer. Different surface phases, e.g., thecs432d and
43N DVL reconstructions studied here, have different areal
densities of surface atoms. Thus, selecting arbitrarynGe and
A requires considering slabs with different, and even frac-
tional, wetting layer thicknesses. The geometry of the repeat
cells for the present first principles calculations require that
we calculateGWL for integer wetting layer thickness, that is,
only completelayer structures with uniform thickness. In or-
der to examine the relative stability of the 436 DVL surface
reconstruction and thecs432d tilted dimer reconstruction
we must interpolateGWL snGed for arbitrary nGe, and there-
fore for arbitrary wetting layer thicknesses.

Defining nsurf and nbulk as the number of atoms per unit
area in, respectively, the surface layer and a nonsurface
(bulklike) layer, we havensurf=nbulk for the cs432d recon-
struction, andnsurf=fsN−1d /Ngnbulk for a 43N DVL recon-
struction. AsN→`, that is, as the DVL spacing approaches
infinity, we recover thecs432d reconstruction. Regardless
of surface reconstruction,nbulk is a constant fixed by the bulk
structure and repeat cell dimensions. The number ofcom-
pletenonsurface(bulklike) layers in a wetting layer contain-
ing nGe total atoms per unit area terminated by a surface
phase withnsurf atoms in the surface layer is the maximum
integerl, where

l ø
nGe− nsurf

nbulk
. s3d

When l =snGe−nsurfd /nbulk we have a uniform thickness
throughout the slab, and, numbering up from the wetting
layer-substrate interface, we havel complete bulklike layers,
and layerl +1 is the surface layer containingnsurf atoms. We
distinguish the properties of these complete layer slabs with
a subscripted notation, where, for example, the wetting layer
excess energy isGl+1

WL. That is, for a slab withnGe, nbulk, and
nsurf such that the equality holds in Eq.(3), GWLsnGed
;Gl+1

WL. For cases wherel , snGe−nsurfd /nbulk we model the
wetting layer as having two regions of different thickness.
Part of the film is as described, but the remaining part has
l +1 bulk layers and a surface layer numberedl +2. The l
+1 layer thick region, or terrace, is separated from thel +2
layer thick region, or terrace, by a single-layer height step
whose energy and interactions we neglect. The surface re-
construction itself is identical on each terrace. Increasing the

FIG. 2. Schematic of two-component slab geometries employed
in calculations of surface energies(a) and interface energies(b). In
Ge on Si(100) wetting layer slabs,a layers are Ge andb layers are
Si substrate layers.gtop is thengWL, and Ia-b is IWL-substrate, where
GWL is the sum of these excess energies.
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wetting layer thickness by one ML uniformly over the entire
surface while retaining the same surface phase requires the
addition of nbulk Ge atoms regardless of the value ofnsurf
imposed by the surface structure, or whether the slab is of
uniform thickness or has regions of different thickness.

Throughout this work we treat DVLs as components of
the surface reconstruction itself, not as structures composed
of steps on thecs432d (or ps232d) reconstructed surface.
DVLs do not alter the overall thickness of the wetting layer,
and their spacing is fixed asN. The single-height step sepa-
rating terraces of thicknessl +1 andl +2 discussed above is
entirely distinct from a DVL, and may have arbitrary spac-
ing. The thermodynamic construct employed here is there-
fore exact for the case where the energetics and interactions
of the steps separating the different thickness terraces are
neglected—an approximation appropriate in the limit of in-
finite sizedl +1 andl +2 layer thick terraces.

Given first-principles resultsGl+1
WL and Gl+2

WL, the surface
excess energy for a wetting layerl +1 andl +2 layers thick,
respectively, we may interpolateGWL snGed within the above
thermodynamic construct, for

nsurf + nbulkl , nGe, nsurf + nbulksl + 1d,

following Eq. (2) as

GWLsnGed = SnGe− nsurf

nbulk
− lDGl+2

WL

+ F1 −SnGe− nsurf

nbulk
− lDGGl+1

WL. s4d

Thus,GWL snGed, the surface excess energy for a wetting
layer with a particular surface reconstruction but containing
an arbitrary number of Ge atoms, is simply the weighted
linear combination ofGl+1

WL and Gl+2
WL for l determined as

above. The weights ofGl+1
WL andGl+2

WL are simply the fraction
of the total surface area of the wetting layer with layer thick-
nessl +1 andl +2, respectively. If we plot a set of calculated
Gl+1

WL versusnGe for a particular surface phase,GWL snGed for
arbitrary nGe may be interpolated as the lines connecting
neighboringGl+1

WL points. This follows directly from Eq.(4)
for a plot of Gl+1

WL with nGe on the abscissa. Furthermore, if
we plot sets ofGl+1

WL versusnGe for various surface phases on
the sameplot and construct the convex hull of the data with
lines connecting neighboringGl+1

WL points—regardless of sur-
face phase—we may read the evolution of the stable surface
phase as a function ofnGe (and by extension, wetting layer
thickness) directly.

C. Wetting layer critical thickness

As a basis for determining an estimate of the wetting layer
critical thickness, we employ the thermodynamic framework
outlined by Tersoff.26 In this construct we compare the en-
ergy required to uniformly increase the thickness of the wet-
ting layer by one ML as opposed to incorporating the same
number of atoms into an existing QD island. Following the
notation developed above, the energy per atom required to
increase the wetting layer thickness froml +1 to l +2 total
MLs is simply

ml+2
WL ;

El+2 − El+1

nbulk
. s5d

For mQD the energy per atom required to incorporate these
samenbulk into existing QD islands, the critical wetting layer
thickness may be defined as the largest thicknessl +1 such
that ml+1

WL ,mQD.
While we calculateml+1

WL, determining a quantitativemQD

requires detailed knowledge of the geometry of the represen-
tative QD islands under consideration, we estimatemQD fol-
lowing Tersoff. We bracketmQD by considering two limiting
cases. In the case of small, coherent islandsmQD is approxi-
mated by the chemical potential of a Ge atom in a bulk
crystal biaxially strained to the lattice constant of Si and
allowed to relax fully perpendicular to the applied strain, a
strain state we denoteeSi

XY. As the size of the island consid-
ered is increased, misfit strain relaxation scales asN, the
number of atoms in the QD island, but the surface excess
energy scales asN2/3. The N scaling of strain relaxation
dominates the QD island energy for larger islands, andmQD

decreases. In the limiting case of a very large island,mQD

approaches the chemical potential of a Ge atom in a fully
relaxed Ge bulk crystal at its natural lattice constant, a strain
state denotedeGe

XY.

IV. RESULTS

As background for our calculations of wetting layer prop-
erties, we have used the above methodology and thermody-
namic formalism to calculate various properties of Si and Ge
and their(100) surface reconstructions. The lattice constant
of Si (Ge) is calculated as 5.39 Ås5.62 Åd, and the misfit
strain for Ge deposited on Si(100) is −4.18%. The bulk
chemical potential of unstrained Si(Ge) is −5.97 eV/atom
s−5.19 eV/atomd. The calculated surface energies of the
cs432d and flat dimer 231 Si and Ge(100) reconstructions
are reported in Table I and compared to values previously
calculated from first principles. Values calculated in this
work show reasonable agreement with previous results.

TABLE I. First-principles calculatedcs432d alternating tilted
dimer and 231 flat dimer reconstructed Si and Ge(100) surface
energies in meV/Å2. Unless otherwise noted, surface energies are
for structures at their calculated natural lattice constant.

cs432d 231

Sia 90.01 98.06

Sib 88.01 90.50

Sic 93.62 96.38

Sid 95.69

Ge, eGe
XYa 66.19 75.65

Ge, eGe
XYb 62.42 65.54

Ge, eSi
XYa 66.02 82.81

aThis work.
bReference 19.
cReference 44.
dReference 45.
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Variation from previously reported values is likely due to
differing slab geometries and convergence criterion, includ-
ing slab thickness, vacuum spacing, plane wave kinetic en-
ergy cutoff, and reciprocal space mesh density. For compari-
son with the Ge on Si(100) wetting layer total excess energy,
we have also calculated the pure Ge(100) 436 DVL surface
excess energies for a Ge slab with applied straine=eSi

XY. The
436 DVL reconstructed surface hasg436

Ge seSi
XYd equal to

61.75 meV/Å2.
The calculated wetting layer total excess energyGl+1

WL for
both the tilted dimercs432d and 436 DVL structures is
plotted versus the number of Ge atoms in the wetting layer
nGe per cs432d surface cell as points in Fig. 3. The data
points occur atnGe=nsurf+nbulkl, and the connecting lines are
the linear interpolation ofGWL snGed for arbitrary nGe, fol-
lowing Eq. (4). Three threshold values are plotted as hori-
zontal lines in Fig. 3. First is the bare Si(100) surface excess
energy, calculated from a single component Si repeated
slab structure as 90.01 meV/Å2. Second is Gcs432d

Ge

;gcs432d
Ge seSi

XYd+ IGe-Si, the sum of thecs432d (100) surface
excess energy of a single component Ge slab strained in the
plane of the surface to the Si lattice constant and the Si-Ge
(100) interface excess energy. The third threshold value is
G436

Ge ;g436
Ge seSi

XYd+ IGe-Si, the sum of the Ge(100) 436 DVL
surface excess energy and the Ge-Si(100) interface energy.
IGe-Si is calculated as 1.11 meV/Å2, Gcs432d

Ge as
67.12 meV/Å2, andG436

Ge as 62.86 meV/Å2. Consistent with
the physical picture that any interaction between the wetting
layer surface and the Ge-Si interface should decay with in-
creasing thickness,Gcs432d

WL asymptotically approachesGcs432d
Ge

asnGe→`. G436
WL shows similar behavior, but appears to con-

verge toG436
Ge somewhat more slowly.

For wetting layer structures at least 2 MLs thick, the 4
36 DVL surface reconstruction is stable with respect to
cs432d structure. The apparent change in stability of the 4
36 DVL and cs432d surface reconstructions between wet-
ting layers 1 and 2 MLs thick predicted by our results is
calculated for a geometry with no intermixing. Thus, the re-
bonded second layer atoms immediately beneath the dimer
vacancies in the 436 DVL reconstruction are both Si atoms

in a 1 ML wetting layer. The importance of second layer
atom rebonding in determining the stability of the 43N re-
construction has been well established, as discussed above.
As Si is smaller than Ge and the Si-Si bond is stiffer than
Ge-Ge, a Si-Si rebond would be under high tensile strain,
thus having substantially higher energy than a Ge-Ge reb-
ond. Tersoff has shown for a 1 ML wetting layer, that replac-
ing the rebonding atoms with Ge stabilizes the(now site
specific intermixed) 43N reconstruction.26 The results pre-
sented here show that the 436 DVL reconstruction with no
intermixing is unstable with respect to thecs432d recon-
struction for a 1 ML wetting layer, but we anticipate that
alternative 43N DVL reconstruction geometries, e.g., those
including site specific intermixing or having largerN DVL
spacing, may be stable.

Figure 4 plots the chemical potential of a Ge atom in the
surface of the wetting layer as a function of wetting layer
thickness and surface reconstruction, as described by Eq.(5).
Only complete layer structures with surface layer denotedl
+1 are considered. An added layer to a thick enough over-
layer film, regardless of surface structure, has no interaction
with the buried Si-Ge interface and behaves just as a Ge
layer deposited on a pure Ge slab strained toeSi

XY. The upper
dashed line in Fig. 4 is this reference quantitymGeseSi

XYd,
calculated here as −5.16 eV/atom.mWL converges to this
value with increasing wetting layer thickness as expected.

As discussed above,mGeseSi
XYd is also the small QD island

limiting value formQD. The lower dashed line in Fig. 4 is the
large island limiting valuemQD=mGeseGe

XYd, calculated here as
−5.19 eV/atom. Themcs432d

WL results compare favorably with
Tersoff’s results for the 231 non-DVL reconstruction,26 and
indicate that for small(105) hut QD islands, wheremQD is
expected to fall in the upper half of the limiting range, a
wetting layer critical thickness of at least 2 MLs is expected.
The comparable values ofmcs432d

WL and m436
WL for thicknesses

greater than 2 MLs indicates that the presence of DVLs
should not strongly effect the wetting layer critical thickness.

FIG. 3. GWL as a function ofnGe, the number of Ge atoms in a
432 surface cell, for thecs432d alternating tilted dimer and
436 DVL reconstruction of a Ge on Si(100) wetting layer.
The threshold values aregcs432d

Si =90.01 meV/Å2, Gcs432d
Ge

=67.12 meV/Å2, andG436
Ge =62.86 meV/Å2.

FIG. 4. Chemical potential of a Ge atom in the surface of a Ge
on Si (100) wetting layer with thicknessl +1. Dashed lines are
the threshold valuesmGeseSi

XYd=−5.16 eV/atom andmGeseGe
XYd

=−5.19 eV/atom, corresponding to the chemical potential of a bulk
Ge atom biaxially strained to, respectively, the Si and Ge lattice
constant.
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V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Examining Figs. 3 and 4 we note that the energetics of the
cs432d and 436 DVL reconstructed wetting layers are
qualitatively similar. While the 436 DVL reconstructed sur-
face is clearly stable for thicker wetting layers, in both cases
GWL varies strongly with thickness for the first few monolay-
ers. Previous results by Tersoff26 indicate that the form of the
GWL thickness dependence is a manifestation the shift of de-
formation due to the presence of the reconstructed wetting
layer surfacefrom the stiffer Si substrate(in thinner wetting
layer structures) to the Ge overlayers(in thicker wetting lay-
ers). Following this we may analyze relaxed atomic positions
resulting from our first-principles calculations to explore the
physics underpinning theGWL decay with thickness, and
hence the required form of the wetting layer potential.

We extract a measure of the local deformation surround-
ing one atom by comparing that atom’s relaxed nearest
neighbor bond lengths in a particular structure with the equi-
librium bulk bond lengths for the same atom type and strain
state. For a structure containing a surface we extend this
single atom measure of local bond deformation to construct a
measure of the magnitude of local bond deformation as a
function of the number of layers below the reconstructed
surface. For a fully relaxed single component surface slab,
consider an atomi in layer a with nearest neighborsj and
define

di = o
jÞi

sLij
R − Lbulkd2,

da = o
iPa

di and, Da =
da

oa
da

. s6d

Here, Lij
R is the calculated bond length between nearest

neighbor atomsi and j in a fully relaxed surface slab, and
Lbulk is the bulk reference nearest neighbor distance.Lbulk is
a constant for single component systems, and may be calcu-
lated with all calculation parameters, includingk-point mesh
density, plane wave kinetic energy cutoff, and convergence
criterion, conserved with respect to the associated surface
slab calculation. Similarly, consider the normalized quantity

Ga =
ga

oa
ga

, s7d

wherega=Ga+1
WL −Ga

WL, andGa
WL is defined as above.

We now takeDa, the relative local deformation of atoms
in layer a, of a single component slab with thecs432d
surface reconstruction as an approximation ofDa for the two
component wetting layer slabs. This neglects the effects of
the Ge-Si interface, which are likely to be small given the
coherent nature of the interface. Thus we consider the frac-
tional reduction in wetting layer excess energy that is real-
ized with the addition of layera to the wetting layerGa and
compare directly to the fraction of the total local deformation
in a slab structure, due to the presence of the wetting layer
surface, which appears in layera beneath that surfaceDa.
We consider only bulklike bonded(that is, nonsurface) atoms
in our analysis, and therefore consider the deformation and

energetics associated with the 2nd through 8th layers only,
where the surface layer itself is layer 1.

Figure 5 plotsDa andGa, as defined above. The correla-
tion of these two quantities is consistent with, and thus sup-
ports, the interpretation of Tersoff26 that the variation ofGWL

with thickness results primarily from the distribution of sur-
face induced bond deformation. That is, that the reduction of
wetting layer excess energy with increasing wetting layer
thickness is a result of the transfer of surface induced defor-
mation from the stiffer Si substrate to the softer Ge wetting
layer. As most of the deformation resulting from the presence
of the cs432d reconstructed surface appears in the first few
layers beneath the surface—Fig. 5 shows that,80% of the
considered deformation appears in layers two and three—we
have strong variation inGcs432d

WL for wetting layers one, two,
and three layers thick. The regime of steep decay inGcs432d

WL is
correlated with the strongly deformed region of the wetting
layer lying in the first few subsurface layers. The subsequent
“settling” of Ga as GWL converges toGGe, is interpreted as
resulting from weaker, longer-ranged components of the
surface-induced strain field. This is taken to imply that the
critical wetting layer thickness is primarily determined as the
minimum film thickness for which the strong near-surface
deformation lies within the wetting layer. With such an inter-
pretation, the qualitative similarity between thecs432d and
436 curves in Figs. 3 and 4 suggests that the spatial extent
of the high deformation region of the 436 DVL recon-
structed surface is similar to that ofcs432d surface.

Our current results, combined with the interpretation out-
lined above, provide a frame-work for predicting the quali-
tative behavior of the wetting layer energetics, and thus the
wetting potential, for more complex surface structures.
While further first-principles calculations are necessary to
examine these structures in detail, we expect that the family
of 43N DVL reconstructed surfaces would have comparable
distributions of bond deformation in the first few subsurface
layers, and thus similar associated critical wetting-layer
thicknesses. ForM 3N DVL patch reconstructions a slightly
thicker band of high surface-induced deformation might be
expected, leading to a slight increase in the critical wetting
layer thickness. Due to the increased density of dimer vacan-
cies in such a reconstruction, however, the effect on critical

FIG. 5. Fraction of total local deformation appearing in layera
of a cs432d reconstructed surface slabDa and fraction of total
energy relaxation realized with the addition of Ge layera to a
cs432d reconstructed wetting layer slabGa.
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thickness, as measured in monolayers, would be reduced.
Although our results provide no direct insight into the behav-
ior of intermixed wetting layers, we expect that the relation
between surface-induced bond deformation and wetting-
layer energetics would hold also for alloyed films.

In summary, we have calculated the excess energy of the
Ge on Si(100) wetting layer as a function of wetting layer
thickness and surface reconstruction from first principles.
For wetting layers at least 2 ML thick the 436 DVL super-
structure of thecs432d alternating tilted dimer Ge(100)
surface reconstruction is stable with respect to thecs432d
surface structure. An analysis of the relaxed atomic positions
resulting from our calculations supports the view that the
wetting layer excess energy dependence on thickness is re-
lated to the distribution of local bond deformation induced
by the reconstructed wetting layer surface.26 The wetting
layer excess energy decays rapidly as the wetting layer thick-
ness increases from zero to approximately three layers. We
interpret this steep decay as reflecting the shift of the near

surface high bond deformation region from the Si substrate
into the Ge overlayers. Further, our results provide an initial
indication that this interpretation holds for the family of 4
3N DVL and M 3N DVL patch reconstructions, where the
distribution of the high bond deformation region is expected
to be comparable to those of the reconstructions studied here.
Finally, the qualitative form of the wetting layer excess en-
ergy dependence on wetting layer thickness calculated and
discussed above represents a parametrization from first prin-
ciples of the wetting potential as employed in continuum
level modeling of the Ge on Si(100) system.
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